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11 LOCH FYNE 
Loch Fyne is a long and varied loch, extending from relatively expansive waters to the south, 
where the mouth of the loch merges with the Kilbrannan Sound and the Sound of Bute, to 
the much narrower and more enclosed inner loch.  
 
The lower reaches are broadly contained by low profiled hills, while the head of the loch and 
Loch Shira are framed by steep sided forested slopes. The character of the loch is strongly 
influenced by its varied width and the diversity of its coastline, which ranges from small scale 
and deeply indented to longer, more simple, straight stretches of rocky shore. 
 
The loch is relatively sheltered compared to the outer reaches of the Clyde. Fishermen trawl 
for fish and prawns, creel fish for prawns and dredge for scallops. In addition there are a 
number of divers who fish for scallops and razor fish. There are several finfish and shellfish 
farming developments, as well as occasional yachting, primarily associated with Tarbert and 
Portavadie, where there are large marinas. 
 
The whole of the northern coast of Loch Fyne, from Ballimore on the east coat and Rubha 
Coalard on the west coast lies within an Area of Panoramic Quality. In addition, the stretch 
of coast between Ardlamont Point and Ardmarnock Bay lies within an Area of Panoramic 
Quality. 
 
For the purposes of this study, Loch Fyne, shown on Map 9, has been further subdivided 
into fifteen coastal character areas, each of which have been mapped separately: 
 

• Sgeir Bhuidhe to Mealdarroch Point 
• East Loch Tarbert 
• East Loch Tarbert to Aird nan Ron 
• Aird nan Ron to Loch Gilp  
• Loch Gilp 
• Loch Gilp to Brainport Bay 
• Brainport Bay to Furnace 
• Furnace to Rubha nam Frangach 
• Rubha nam Frangach to Inveraray 
• Inveraray to St Catherines 
• St Catherines to Newton Bay 
• Newton Bay to Lachlan Bay 
• Lachlan Bay to South Ballimore 
• South Ballimore to Rubha Stillaig 
• Rubha Stillaig to Ardlamont Point 
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11.1 Overview of conclusions 
Loch Fyne is broadly composed of two different strategic seascape characters. To the north 
of Otter Spit (An Oitir) /Loch Gilp, the loch is narrower, more contained and more ‘inland’ in 
character. While there are views along the length of the loch, the headlands and curve of the 
loch reveal each section in sequence, and the views tend to be channelled by steep hillsides 
towards the higher hills and steep slopes at the head of the loch. To the south, the loch is 
more expansive, less contained and more ‘sea-like’ character. Here, the reflected light is 
more luminous and changeable and views focus south to more expansive waters, and the 
distant peaks of Arran. 
 
The loch becomes more sheltered as it extends inland, although at all times there may be 
winds funnelled up the northeast/south west aligned channel. The maritime activity on the 
loch increases to the south. There is a fishing fleet based at Tarbert, which along with its 
large pontoon based moorings for yachts, creates a thriving and busy town where 
businesses support the sea based activities. This is in sharp contrast to the other ports, 
which are used more seasonally or for very specific purposes, such as the timber shipments 
from Ardrishaig. 
 
Local fishing boats target prawns and scallops, and yachts aim for the sheltered moorings in 
bays and marinas at Tarbert and Portavadie, although they rarely travel north of Ardrishaig, 
where many enter the Crinan Canal to head for the west coast. The loch is also used by sea 
kayakers1 and by divers2. 
 
The other major activity on the loch is associated with fish farming. Boats travel between the 
many low profile fin fish farm structures, which are generally well sited parallel to regular 
stretches of shore line, often set against a backdrop of dark rocks or forest. There are also 
several shellfish farm sites, including oyster trestles, scallop lines and mussel lines. 
 
Within this context, the coastline of Loch Fyne demonstrates considerable diversity, from 
heavily indented and intricate shorelines, with well sculpted bays framed by headlands and 
rocky promontories, to long stretches of regular rocky shoreline backed by steep forested 
slope. The longer tidal reaches, at Lochgilphead and Otter Spit (An Oitir), for example, 
reveal stretches of shimmering sand, and there are pockets of salt marsh, rocky islands, 
occasionally linked to the mainland by tidal shingle banks, lagoons at Auchalick Bay and 
several headlands which allow long views along the length of the loch. 
 
Much of the loch has a particular association between topography and landuse. Rounded 
headlands of low hills jut into the loch, and these are often forested (the exception is the 
headland north of Old Lachlan Castle), while sheltered bays are usually the focus of 
settlement and associated farmland. 
 
The loch is overall well settled, with major settlements associated with the convergence of 
key transport links, which themselves are normally linked to the convergence of accessible 
glens. Portavadie, Strachur, Cairndow, Inveraray, Lochgilphead, Ardrishaig and Tarbert all 
fall into this category. Smaller villages are associated with sheltered bays, where boats can 
be moored, and even smaller farms and clusters of houses are usually associated with 
alluvial fans, where the increased fertility has promoted agriculture. 
                                                
1 See, for example: http://www.kayakbute.co.uk/trips.php 
2 See, for example: http://www.fynepioneer.co.uk/Diving 
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The settlements of Inveraray and Lochgilphead are planned, white painted and formally laid 
out on a grid pattern. They front the sea but have little marine based activity. In addition, 
there are a series of castles and other historic sites along the coastline, from the more 
recent Inverary Castle, set back from the coast at Loch Shirra, to the much more prominent 
ruins of Tarbert and Old Lachlan castles.  
 
Much of the loch is accessible, and often overlooked by roads which travel close to the 
shore., but the long stretch of relatively inaccessible and semi-natural shore south of Tarbert 
is one of only three area around the Clyde where there is a very strong impression of 
isolated coast. There are other inaccessible, and often more spectacularly intricate 
coastlines, which are secluded and sometimes remote, especially north of Portavadie, the 
rugged coastline south east of Lochgilphead and the headland north of Old Lachlan Castle. 
 
Key issues which should be considered when assessing the landscape and visual 
implications of development along or in Loch Fyne include: 

• Take into account the experience from the sea, including the sensitivity of key 
threshold points at the mouth of Loch Fyne, and at Otter Spit (An Oitir) in particular, 
where there are dramatic changes in the width of the loch and degree of 
containment.  

• Consider views from the sea, for example when preparing development or forest 
management plans. Key issues include views to Arran from the south, views to the 
dramatic peaks at the head of the loch to the north and the sequence of revealed 
views, which are partly obscured by the headlands jutting into the loch, north of Otter 
Spit (An Oitir), which create a sense of anticipation. 

• Take into account the changes in light quality and sense of distance between the 
more open, light reflective and changeable light conditions of the southern part of the 
loch, and the more enclosed, narrower reaches of the upper loch, where reflections 
of the surrounding hills are often captured on the calm surface.  

• Maintain the seascape setting of key land mark features, including Otter 
Spit (An Oitir), islands, castles and large houses close to the coast, and 
also key settlements. 

• Reinforce the contrasts in character along the coast, which creates considerable 
diversity, especially in terms of scale, from small scale indented coastlines to long 
stretches of more regular coastline. Ensuring that there are different approaches to 
off shore as well as on shore development along these different coasts will help 
maintain the difference in character. 

• Coasts characterised by small scale indentations, including bays and the 
irregular promontories and inlets which characterise some areas limits 
opportunities for large scale or extensive development on adjacent 
stretches of sea.  

• Locate fin fish farms where there are straight edges of coast, preferably back 
dropped by rocky foreshores and forestry, so that they can be aligned to reflect the 
shape of the shore. The existing low profile of cages works well in this landscape, 
which is often dominated by horizontal skylines. While very few opportunities for new 
fish farm developments were identified, there may be opportunities to expand 
existing sites. 

• Focus development in those areas where development is already more prevalent, to 
reinforce the contrast with the more secluded and less developed areas of character. 
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A consistent theme throughout this area is that most settlement is associated with 
sheltered bays and alluvial fans, and this should be a key consideration if settlement 
pattern is to be maintained 

• Take care to build structures which are sited to reflect existing settlement pattern and 
links with topography, for example at the break point in gradient between flat land 
and steep slopes, or where settlement pattern is scattered along terraces, or tightly 
linear in form on a narrow coastal plain. 

• Buildings should wherever possible reflect the existing scale of established buildings 
styles. Particular care needs to be taken when siting large buildings which can easily 
diminish the dominance of traditional smaller buildings if they are poorly located 

• Wherever possible, avoid buildings, structures and other developments between the 
road and the coast, especially where there are infrequent or suddenly revealed views 
of the sea from the road. 

• Resist development, including tall structures, on key skylines, including the 
prominent headlands which jut into the loch and backdrop hills.  

• Conserve the isolated coast south of Tarbert, which is sensitive to any 
development which may detract from this quality. This is a relatively rare 
quality within the whole of the Firth of Clyde study area. 

• While the green space in the coastal towns, and the hard landscape works and 
promenades associated with the coast are often well designed and maintained, the 
design of more recent buildings at Ardrishaig is disappointing, and any opportunities 
to redevelop the 1970s buildings should aim to enhance the character of the town 
façade which faces towards Loch Gilp 

• Seek opportunities to improve access to the coast, possibly through linking existing 
access routes, especially on the headlands, which offer fine views along the length of 
the loch 
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11.2 Sgeir Bhuidhe to Mealdarroch Point 
This stretch of coast north of Skipness overlooks the mouth of Loch Fyne, which becomes 
gradually more expansive as it opens out to merge with the Kilbrannan Sound and the 
Sound of Bute. The gently irregular coast is difficult to access from land and remote, 
although it is visible from the sea including from the winter ferry between Tarbert and 
Lochranza. 
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11.2.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Sgeir Bhuidhe to Mealdarroch Point 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

The seascape becomes more expansive as it extends south, opening out towards 
the northern end of the Kilbrannan Sound and the Sound of Bute. This can be 
experienced as an exposed stretch of sea, catching winds which are funelled 
along the loch, and it is also subject to an ever-changing sequence of shifting 
patterns of light.  

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

Large ships, including the ferry, commercial fishing boats and boats heading in 
and out of Tarbert, travel through the loch, coming close to the shore at Tarbert. 
There is a fish farm close to Mealdarroch Point. The exposed coast offers no other 
protected anchorages. Loch Fyne is also used by sea kayakers. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

The coastline is a series of alternating gently indented shingle bays and rounded 
rocky headlands. It is a rugged coast, with steep slopes rising directly from the 
shore, largely clothed in semi-natural woodland, and difficult to access from the 
land. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

The steep, ruggedly undulating landform of the hinterland is almost entirely 
covered in semi-natural broadleaved woodland, with open heathery and upland 
grass glades. There is a small amount of coniferous forest at the southern end. 

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 

There are no buildings along this stretch of coast. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 
 

There are no exceptional landmark features along this coast.  

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

The lack of development along this long length of coast, the difficulty of access, 
the correspondingly sparsely developed shoreline across the loch towards 
Ardlamont and the prevailing sense of naturalness which is reinforced by a strong 
sense of natural processes dominating the coastline, and the hinterland of semi-
natural woodland, reinforces its isolated character. This section of coast also lies 
opposite an Area of Panoramic Quality, and contributes to its seascape context. 
This is therefore an isolated coast, although because of the marine traffic which 
radiates out from Tarbert, Mealdarroch Point feels much less isolated. 

 
Aesthetic qualities 
 

The drama of this coastline is in part created by the expanse of the sea, and the 
integrity of the pattern of bays framed by rounded headlands is a particular feature 
of this coast.  

 
Visual amenity and key 
Viewpoints 
 

From the sea, and when accessed, the coast, the views up and down the loch, 
across to the varied indentations and layered profile of Ardlamont peninsula and 
the southerly views to Arran are all key views from this area. Views are much more 
accessible from the sea than from the land. 
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11.2.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Sgeir Bhuidhe to Mealdarroch Point 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

High sensitivity 
This is one of the few stretches of isolated coast as defined within the Scottish 
Planning Policy found within the study area, and as such there is a presumption 
against development in this area. The remote and exposed, wild character of the 
area, as well as the sites of local geological interest add to the sensitivity of this 
area. The sense of isolation is less pronounced near to the busier seaways at 
Mealdarroch Point, where the exiting fish farm is located. 

 
Settlement 
 

Very high sensitivity 
This is one of the stretches of isolated coast as defined within the Scottish 
Planning Policy found within the study area, and as such there is a presumption 
against development in this area. The remote and exposed, wild character of the 
area, even although it is only largely accessible from the sea, add to this 
sensitivity. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

Very high sensitivity 
This is one of the stretches of isolated coast as defined within the Scottish 
Planning Policy found within the study area, and as such there is a presumption 
against development in this area. The remote and exposed, wild character of the 
area, even although it is only largely accessible from the sea, add to this 
sensitivity. 

 
Land management 

High sensitivity 
This remote and isolated character of this section of coast is enhanced by the 
semi-natural vegetation. 

 
11.2.3 Sgeir Bhuidhe to Mealdarroch Point: Opportunities and guidance 

• Development which would impact on qualities of isolated coast 
should be resisted – the qualities of isolated coast are less 
apparent nearer to Mealdarroch Point, where there is much more 
maritime activity related to East Loch Tarbert. 

• Opportunities to change the character of any planted commercial 
woodland to a more semi-natural woodland cover along the coast 
should be encouraged 
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11.2.4 Sgeir Bhuidhe to Mealdarroch Point: Photographs 
 

 
The rugged knolly topography forms an irregular skyline. 
There is a generous band of semi-natural broadleaved 
woodland along this coast 

 
 

 
Commercial conifer forest in the interior can be seen 
appearing over the skyline 
 

 
The narrow rocky shore extends along most of this coast, 
broken occasionally by shingle beaches 
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11.3 East Loch Tarbert 
This very sheltered, irregularly shaped and small scale inlet is the focus of the only 
remaining fishing fleet on Loch Fyne, as well as accommodating a large number of sailing 
boats moored on pontoons. The town is curved around the bay and tiered up the rugged 
slopes. The marine activity supports a range of businesses, from chandlers to sailmakers. 
 
Tarbert  
Tarbert is strategically located on the isthmus between East and west Loch Tarbert, a 
crossing point linking Kintyre and Knapdale. While the village has a long history, it grew in 
the 18th century3, as it was a base for the herring industry. The extremely sheltered harbour 
supports a number of rubble built piers. The town now largely fills the loch. 
 
Tarbert Castle, now ruined, predates the 1300s, when Robert the Bruce ordered a second 
phase of construction. It sits elevated above the harbour, on the south shore of the loch. 
 

                                                
3 Walker, Frank Arneil, ‘Argyll and Bute, Pevsner Architectural Guide’, 2005, Yale University Press, New Haven 
and London 
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11.3.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 East Loch Tarbert 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

This intimate, sheltered loch is largely cut off from the more open sea by the 
islands which enclose its mouth. As a result, the main maritime influence relates to 
the long tidal reach and the busy harbour activity. There is a strong sense of 
arrival when entering this narrow sealoch from the much more expansive Loch 
Fyne, from where the mouth of East Loch Tarbert is almost hidden by its enclosing 
peninsulas and the islands. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

A very busy harbour, with its own fishing fleet, ensures that this loch is busy all 
year round. In addition, there are a large number of sailing boats moored in this 
sheltered loch, on lowlevel pontoons, so that the masts fill the basin. A manmade 
island, the Beilding, is located in the harbour, formerly used for mooring boats. In 
addition, the pier at the mouth of the loch is used by ferries to Portavadie and 
Lochranza. Loch Fyne is also used by sea kayakers. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

This is a diverse and irregular coast with small scale promontories and several 
islands. There are extensive mudflats at the head of the loch which is shallow, and 
which is therefore only intermittently accessed by boats. Elsewhere the tidal reach 
is narrow, revealing a stoney beach. A seawall extends around most of the loch. 
There is a promenade around the head of the loch, and access elsewhere on 
pavements, the harbour edge and quiet roads. The exception is the rocky 
peninsulas which enclose the harbour from the north east.  

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

The slopes which frame the loch are characterised by small scale rugged 
hummocky landforms which tier up the hillside, occasionally punctuated by rocky 
outcrops.  Outwith the settlement, the land cover is scrubby woodland and upland 
vegetation, with some grazing on the grassland. 

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 

The settlement is tightly packed around the head of the loch, with terraced 
buildings around the curve of the bay. Up the hillsides, the houses are dispersed, 
set onto the ledges and terraces which extend up the hillside. The harbour is a key 
built feature, and is the focus for workshops associated with the fishing industry. A 
road runs along the length of the coast where the town surrounds the loch. Bruce’s 
Castle sits above the town on the southern side of the loch. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 

Tarbert/Bruce’s castle is a key built feature visible on arrival to the loch and town, 
as is the elevated church at the head of the loch. In addition, the islands which 
shelter the loch, and more locally, the Beilding, are key landmark features.  

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

There is no experience of isolated coast. 

 
Aesthetic qualities 
 

The irregularity of the coast, the islands and the small scale setting of East Loch 
Tarbert is striking, and a contrast to the wider seascape of Loch Fyne. The busy 
harbour and sense of thriving coastal industry is an attractive feature. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
viewpoints 
 

The whole of the accessible coast is a key viewpoint, as is the castle, which is 
easily accessed by steps extending up from the coastal road. The view from the 
sea, especially from the many sailing boats which use this loch, is an important 
consideration. 
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11.3.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 East Loch Tarbert 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

Very High Sensitivity 
The sheltered, narrow, small scale loch, the irregularity of the coast and the busy 
harbour and pontoon activity all limit opportunities for offshore development n 
the remaining space. Care should be taken not to clutter the water surface with a 
variety of different developments. 

 
Settlement 

Some sensitivity 
The pattern and scale of development is very particular to Tarbert, with 
dispersed housing tiered up the hillsides, and terraced buildings closer to the 
shore. The setting of built focal features, such as the castle and the church, 
should be retained to maintain their landmark status. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

High sensitivity 
The coast and the loch surface is already well developed, and the remaining 
stretch of undeveloped coast (the rocky peninsulas to the north east) is a foil to 
this development. the existing development is low in profile, and the pontoons, 
for example, adopt a consistent design which should be maintained as this 
unifies the structures on the loch surface. Tall structures would quickly dominate 
the small scale character of this stretch of the coast. 

 
Land management 

Low sensitivity 
Changes in land management, including increasing broadleaved woodland, 
would not significantly affect the coastal character. 

 
11.3.3 East Loch Tarbert: Opportunities and guidance 

• The small scale character of this landscape, in terms of the indented 
coastline, the narrow water surface and the low relief and small scale of the 
topography, is a key sensitivity, and should be respected in any design 
decision, as it is likely to be sensitive to large scale and tall structures both on 
land and sea. 

• Any additional pontoons in the loch should reflect existing design and layout 
as far as possible, to maintain unity – it will be difficult to add additional types 
of structures without creating visual clutter 

• The setting of the castle and the church as viewed from the sea should be 
respected 

• Tall structures, including masts, are likely to be inappropriate along this coast, 
where they are likely to be visually dominant and impinge upon the small 
scale and narrowness of this loch 
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11.3.4 East Loch Tarbert: Photographs 
 

 
The busy harbour at Tarbert, with both a fishing fleet and 
yachts moored at pontoons 

 
 

 
The settlement is dispersed across tiers of level land 
rising up the hillside 
 

 
The centre of the town overlooks the loch, and is more 
tightly knit – the church spire is a landmark feature 

 
 

 
At the mouth of sheltered East Loch Tarbert are a scatter 
of islands, here seen from the elevated Tarbert Castle. 
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11.4 East Loch Tarbert to Aird nan Ron 
This short stretch of coast forms two relatively short and regular rocky coastlines which 
frame and provide the setting for Barmore island, a knolly peninsula joined to the mainland 
by a narrow tombolo. The coast is well wooded and partially secluded. The A83 is set back 
from the coast at this point, but it is occupied by a few houses and the large Stonefield 
Castle Hotel.  
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11.4.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 East Loch Tarbert to Aird nan Ron 

 
Maritime influences, 
experience from the sea 
 

This stretch of Loch Fyne is narrower than the larger basin to the north and the 
mouth of the loch to the south, forming a sense of ‘gateway’ which is emphasised 
by the further narrowing created by Barmore Island and the corresponding 
irregular opposite loch shore. Maritime influences include the tidal reach – which is 
relatively narrow, but is most apparent on the tombolo linking Barmore Island to 
the mainland. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 
 

There are mooring sites at Barmoe island. There is passing maritime traffic, 
including timber ships travelling to and from Ardrishaig, fishing boats, and to the 
south, the Tarbert/Portavadie ferry. It is possible that this stretch of secluded coast 
could be used for seakayaking out of Tarbert. Loch Fyne is also used by sea 
kayakers. There are permissions for shell fish farms in both the North Bay and at 
Sgeir Port a’ Ghuail, and for fin fish farm at Eilean nan Dun, although there was no 
evidence of them during the site visit for this study.  

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

Two stretches of relatively regular and rocky shoreline frame the prominent 
Barmore Island and its outlying islets. Broadleaves extending to the shore, 
although the policies of Stonefield Hotel add some diversity. Access is easy at the 
hotel, which includes walks onto Barmore Island, and through the woodland 
especially to the north, but is more limited south of the tombolo. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

The steep, rugged, but low hills back this stretch of coast. These are well wooded 
with both some commercial woodland and some semi-natural broadleaves. The 
policies at Stonefield House include a collection of species rhododendron, and 
some fine policy trees which thrive in the shelter of Barmore Island. The Island 
itself is clothed in commercial woodland. 

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 
 

Very dispersed houses sit along the coast north of the tombolo, often well hidden 
within woodland and generally associated with slightly curved bays. There are a 
number of boat houses. Even Stonefield Castle is not highly visible from the sea, 
because it is in part obscured by Barmore Island.  

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 

Barmore Island is the key feature – it stands out from the coast and is large 
enough to be a significant landmark.  

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

This is a secluded stretch of coast, which in places can feel remote, especially 
south of Barmore Island and on the island itself. Sense of isolation, however, is 
limited by the presence of forest operations within the commercial woodland. 

 
Aesthetic qualities 

The presence of the tombolo and Barmore Island and the fine policies are 
attractive features on this coast. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
viewpoints 
 

There are excellent views from the tombolo and from Barmore Island up and down 
the length of the loch, including south to the peaks of Arran. 
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11.4.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 East Loch Tarbert to Aird nan Ron 

 
Off shore development  

High sensitivity 
While the small floats associated with the shellfish farms were not intrusive on a 
previous visit, larger structures, including fin fish farm cages, could detract from 
the focussed views up and down the loch from the tombolo. The setting of 
Barmore island, the irregularity of its coastline and the narrowness of the North 
Bay and South Bay are further constraints. Locations at a distance from the 
tombolo are progressively less sensitive. 

 
Settlement 
 

Some sensitivity 
There is occasional dispersed settlement along this coast, and there may be 
opportunities for further similarly located development associated with the outer 
edges of the curved bays, reflecting the existing settlement pattern. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 
 

High sensitivity 
There are limited opportunities to accommodate small scale jetties and slipways 
for domestic use associated with the houses or boathouses. This coast is 
sensitive to large buildings and tall structures which would detract from the 
intricacy of the island landscape and its primary visual focus as well as views up 
and down the coast from the tombolo and the setting of the island. 

 
Land management 

High sensitivity 
The felling and restocking of woodland on Barmore Island will have an impact as 
it is a landmark feature.  

 
11.4.3 East Loch Tarbert to Aird nan Ron: Opportunities and guidance 

• Any development, on shore or off shore, should avoid impinging on the setting 
of Barmore island and the tombolo which marks a gateway on the loch and is 
a landmark feature in its own right. 

• Avoid large scale development, including tall masts and infrastructure as it 
would impact on the sense of seclusion along this coast, and the setting of the 
island and recreation interests 

• There is limited opportunity for onshore development along this coast, but 
there may be opportunities for additional housing associated with small bays. 
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11.4.4 East Loch Tarbert to Aird nan Ron: Photographs 
 

 
Looking south from the tombolo across the narrow bay at 
Barmore island 

 
 

 
Stonefield Castle sits above the sheltered loch and in the 
lee of Barmore island 
 

 
Looking north to the more open views, with a fish farm on 
the horizon 

 
 

 
The tombolo, leading to the forested Barmore island 
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11.5 Aird nan Ron to Loch Gilp 
This long stretch of relatively regular coastline overlooks a wide expanse of Loch Fyne, 
which doubles in width relative to the upper loch. The A83 extends close to the coast for its 
entire length in this coastal character area. Settlement is consistently present, varying from 
small linear settlements to dispersed housing. A particular feature of this coast is the series 
of small peninsulas, nearly all of which, unusually, are occupied by a building. 
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11.5.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Aird nan Ron to Loch Gilp 

 
Maritime influences, 
experience from the sea 
 

Travelling through this stretch of loch, from either north or south, the expanse of 
the loch opens up, nearly doubles in width, forming a large basin which creates a 
sense of openness and distance more akin to that of the sea than experienced in 
the enclosed upper loch. The sense of expanse is emphasised by the low profile 
and horizontality of the surrounding hills. The effect of changing light is apparent 
on the large water surface. This stretch of the loch can be exposed, with winds 
being funnelled along the length of the loch 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 
 

There is passing maritime traffic, including timber ships travelling to and from 
Ardrishaig, and fishing boats. There are also two low profiled and well organised 
fin fish farms on this stretch of coast, which while highly visible, reflect the low 
horizontality which characterises this landscape, and are visible for only a short 
period from traffic passing quickly on the A83. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

This is a long stretch of relatively regular coastline, with some gently curved bays 
and occasional low peninsulas, generally associated with alluvial deposits, 
punctuating the coast to the north. The shore line is often a narrow shingle strip 
with occasional rocky foreshore. The busy A83 overlooks the coast, sitting close to 
the shore, with occasional laybys providing stopping places, although the 
shoreline is not very accessible. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

The hinterland topography includes a raised beach which backs onto irregular 
slopes frequently dissected by shallow river valleys. There is commercial conifer 
woodland along these slopes, in places fragmented by grazing land, and often 
fronted by broadleaved woodland, which also clothes the raised beach.  

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 
 

Scattered but consistently present settlement extends along the entire stretch of 
this coast, in the form of linear roadside development at Inverneill, tiny settlements 
or dispersed houses and farms. An unusual characteristic is the settled small 
peninsulas on the seaward side of the road. Most of the housing is villas or low 
single storey housing. There is an abandoned church at Inverneill. 
A pylon line sits partly up the hillside. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 

There are no particular land mark features along this coast. 

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

There is no experience of isolated coast on this stretch of coast which is well 
settled and overlooked by a busy stretch of road.  

 
Aesthetic qualities 

The key aesthetic feature is the water itself, which because of its expanse creates 
different qualities of light and some sense of dynamism over its expanse. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
viewpoints 
 

There are expansive, panoramic views from the A83, and travelling south these 
focus on the distant peaks of Arran. There are a number of laybys. 
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11.5.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Aird nan Ron to Loch Gilp 

 
Off shore development  

Some sensitivity 
The relatively wide expanse of the loch, the low profile and horizontality of the 
hillsides and the relatively regular coastline all provide a suitable landscape 
context for low profile off shore structures. Nevertheless, the number of existing 
structures means that cumulative impacts are a potential sensitivity. 

 
Settlement 
 

Some sensitivity 
This is a relatively well-settled coast, with dispersed and small clustered or linear 
settlement. There are few remaining open fields along this coast, and therefore 
the remaining open fields are relatively sensitive to development, although it is 
recognised that grazing may discontinue. Key sensitivities also relate to the 
siting, scale and design of any new buildings. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 
 

Some sensitivity 
This is a relatively well-settled coast, and there is the opportunity to 
accommodate small scale jetties and slipways associated with the settlement or 
other infrastructure. Larger structures and buildings could be well screened by 
woodland if appropriately sited. Key sensitivities therefore do not relate to new 
development in principal, but relate more to the siting, scale and design of any 
new structures. Nevertheless, this coast is still sensitive to tall structures which 
would detract from the low relief of surrounding landform. 

 
Land management 

Low sensitivity 
Changes to land management are unlikely to significantly affect the experience 
of the coast or the seascape. 

 
11.5.3 Aird nan Ron to Loch Gilp: Opportunities and guidance 

• The relatively simple stretches of coast within this coastal character, along 
with the expansive context and low profile of the backdrop hills, can relatively 
readily absorb low lying structures, but future development should be subject 
to cumulative assessment, and expansions to existing fish farms may be 
more appropriate than opening up new sites.  

• Avoid siting large scale development, including tall masts and infrastructure, 
between the road and the coast and where it would impact on the setting and 
perceived scale of existing buildings 

• There are few remaining open fields along this coast, and therefore the 
remaining fields add to visual and character diversity. Nevertheless, they 
depend on grazing to maintain their openness, and it is recognised that over 
time this may no longer take place. If development does occur on these sites, 
houses should be set back from the road, against the change in gradient or 
raised beach and buildings should be low in profile, respecting existing 
development scale 
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11.5.4  Aird nan Ron to Loch Gilp: Photographs 
 

 
There are buildings located on most of the little 
promontories along this coast 

 
 

 
The coast is relatively regular, but there is an island off 
the coast at Inverinan 
 

 
This part of Loch Fyne is relatively wide with low, gently 
undulating hills on the horizon 

 
 

 
This tidily laid out fish farm reflects the low profile of the 
landscape 
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11.6 Loch Gilp 
This narrow, relatively enclosed, north/south aligned loch opens directly onto the much more 
expansive southern part of Loch Fyne. It is occupied by two settlements – Lochgilphead at 
the head of the rather exposed loch, and Ardrishaig, located on the more sheltered westerly 
side of the loch, and built around a harbour and the entrance to the Crinan Canal.  
 
 
Lochgilphead 
This town is a major administrative centre for Argyll, built upon its strategic location as the 
meeting point of major roads. The settlement only came into being in the early 19th century, 
after roads were improved4, and is broadly established on a grid pattern, the buildings 
separated from the shallow loch and its tidal flats by reclaimed land grassed over and used 
as public green space fronting the formal layout of the white painted town. 
 
Ardrishaig 
Established and expanded to support the thriving herring fishing industry and the easterly 
entrance to the Crinan canal, this town extends along the side of the A83 overlooking a still 
working small harbour (although the fishing fleet has gone), and the canal basin, still used by 
pleasure yachts. While it has several fine houses, and attractive mid 19th century canal 
offices at the pier head, the redevelopment of the centre of the town in the 1970s has 
resulted in a ‘dreary main street promenade’5, which does not do this location justice.  
 

                                                
4 Walker, Frank Arneil, ‘Argyll and Bute, Pevsner Architectural Guide’, 2005, Yale University Press, New Haven 
and London 
5 Walker, Frank Arneil, ‘Argyll and Bute, Pevsner Architectural Guide’, 2005, Yale University Press, New Haven 
and London 
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11.6.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Loch Gilp 

 
Maritime influences, 
experience from the sea 
 

This narrow loch opens south towards the widest reach of Loch Fyne, but still feels 
relatively enclosed. The tidal reach reveals a vast area of shimmering sand and 
mud, which backs onto salt marsh along part of the coast. The approach from the 
sea into the mouth of the loch is marked by Duncan Island, which reinforces the 
sense of gateway into Ardrishaig harbour and the Crinan Canal. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 
 

Boats do not extend up into the inner reaches of this shallow loch, but instead 
make for the pier at Ardrishaig. There is some commercial activity – for example 
timber transport – but very little evidence of fishing activity. In the summer in 
particular, there is a lot of activity associated with the canal basin, as yachts wait 
to enter the lock system into the Crinan Canal. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

The coast has been modified or built up around most of its length, with the 
exception of the transition with the islands and fragmented coastline towards 
Rubha Caolard. Seawalls and reclaimed land extend round the length of the coast 
in front of the settlements. There is some softer shoreline, including salt marsh and 
knotweed-infested land at the head of the loch. The coast is largely accessible, 
being close to the road, and both settlements have green space overlooking the 
coast; in Lochgilphead, an extensive mown grass front, and in Ardrishaig, a formal 
park with a promenade.  

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

Irregularly graded tiered slopes extend around the loch, rising more steeply on the 
western side. The settlements extend up the lower hillsides, which are also 
occupied by farmland. The steeper and higher hills are clothed with commercial 
forestry. 

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 
 

There are some large houses on the coast at Ardrishaig, but most settlement is set 
back, or separated from the coast by the road. The two settlements are very 
different in character. Lochgilphead centers on an early 19th century formal layout, 
with more recent development extending around the eastern side of the loch, 
tiered up the hillside. The more recent larger developments are set away from the 
coast, largely hidden by woodland, although the new school is a landmark 
building. Ardrishaig is linear, with some fine larger villas on its outskirts and a 
redeveloped centre. The harbour and the Crinan canal add some activity, but in 
winter they are little used. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 

Duncan Island is a landmark feature both from the sea and from the shore. 
The long reach of the shimmering sands when the tide is out is a particular feature 
of this loch, and the white painted formal terraced housing at Lochgilphead stand 
out at the head of the loch. The new school is highly visible from the loch shore. 

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

There is no experience of isolated coast on this stretch of coast which is largely 
developed. 

 
Aesthetic qualities 

The dynamism of the reflections and light patterns revealed across the long sandy 
bay, which changes as the tide flows in and out, is a key aesthetic quality of this 
loch. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
viewpoints 
 

Views from Lochgilphead focus down the length of the loch, and reach as far as 
the peaks of Arran. Much of the loch is visible from the A83, and from the sea, the 
sense of arrival at the Crinan Canal basin heightens the sensitivity of this 
viewpoint. 
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11.6.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Loch Gilp 

 
Off shore development  

High Sensitivity 
The relatively narrow loch, and overlook from the settlements, as well as the 
setting of Duncan Island and sense of arrival at the Crinan canal basin are key 
sensitivities for off shore development.  

 
Settlement 
 

Some sensitivity 
Both Lochgilphead and Ardrishaig have very different settlement characters, with 
opportunities to expand either settlement along the coast now severely limited. 
Nevertheless, there are opportunities for redevelopment at Ardrishaig in 
particular. Any new development should aim to respect the layout, scale and 
character of the formal arrangement of Lochgilphead and the cluster of canal 
buildings at Ardrishaig. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

High sensitivity 
The harbour area at Ardrishaig is relatively discreet, but its small scale is 
reflected in the fine harbour and canal-side buildings, the size of which limit 
opportunities for large scale new development which would intrude upon their 
setting. More modest repairs and upgrading of pier works, if undertaken 
sensitively, could be accommodated. Tall structures would quickly dominate the 
narrow reach of this loch and, if located on land, would intrude into the setting of 
the settlements and loch. 

 
Land management 

Some sensitivity 
Felling and restocking of woodlands is likely to be very visible when entering the 
loch and as a backdrop to the settlements. 

 
11.6.3 Loch Gilp: Opportunities and guidance 

• Where the A83 sits close to the loch edge, development between the road 
and the loch should be discouraged. 

• The fine mown grass sward which fronts Lochgilphead is a foil for built 
development, but the knotweed on the soft shore could be targeted for 
treatment. 

• Development which interrupts the setting, scale and formal layout of the 
Lochgilphead frontage should be discouraged 

• Large buildings or infrastucture which would crowd the setting and disrupt the 
layout of the canal buildings and harbour buildings at Ardrishaig should be 
discouraged – although there may be scope for relatively modest 
improvements to the pier structures 

• The council depot at Ardrishaig pier is unsightly and visually prominent on the 
roadside – steps could be taken to improve the setting and organisation of 
this yard if it is in council control 

• The 1970s buildings in Ardrishaig are not of the same quality as earlier 
buildings and redevelopment would offer the opportunity to upgrade these. 

• Future forest plans should take into account the setting of this loch and the 
settlements 

• Tall structures, including masts, are likely to be inappropriate along this coast, 
where they are likely to be visually dominant in this narrow setting. 
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11.6.4  Loch Gilp: Photographs 
 

 
The exposed sand at low tide demonstrates the dynamic 
quality of the sea. The visual focus from Lochgilphead to 
the islands and the mouth of the loch 
 

 
Lochgilphead is a tightly knit village at the head of the bay 
 

 
The mown grass verge is a characteristic of Lochgilphead 

 
This neat formal park allows access to the front at 
Ardrishaig 
 

 
This depot at Ardrishaig is a bit untidy and is adjacent to 
the road 

 
Attractive railing detailing at Ardrishaig where the Crinan 
Canal meets the sea 
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11.7 Loch Gilp to Brainport Bay 
This coast has a very rhythmical pattern of wooded headlands alternating with pronounced 
bays which are the focus of settlement. The loch begins to expand towards the south of this 
section, with slightly more evidence of the maritime setting evident in the long sandy bays 
revealed at low tide. 
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11.7.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Loch Gilp to Brainport Bay 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

Loch Fyne is varied in width at this point, although much narrower than the Outer 
loch, but the wider reaches contrast with the enclosure of the small bays at Loch 
Gair and Port Ann. This varied experience characterises this stretch of the loch, 
which is far less regular than the upper reaches. The sense of a large body of 
water is emphasised when looking along the length of the loch. The sandy 
beaches revealed at low tide further emphasise the sense of the sea. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

There is some maritime activity – occasional fish farm boats pass on their way to 
and from the upper reaches of the loch and the loch is also used for fishing. Small 
sailing boats head to and from the moorings at Dalchenna Point, Minard Bay and 
here in sheltered Loch Gair and Port Ann. Loch Fyne is also used by sea 
kayakers. 
There is an existing fish farm and a lease for a shellfish development at Ardcastle. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

This coast is very diverse, with relatively regular stretches of coast reaching into 
the loch to form distinct headlands alternating with sweeping and much more 
enclosed bays. The shoreline can be heavily indented, with islands adding to the 
fragmentation and further reducing scale, but these contrast with long, more 
regular stretches of narrow shingle beach, sandy bays and the dramatic shingle 
sand Oitir which extends into the loch from the opposite shore. The coast is 
accessible from forest tracks and way marked walking routes, as well as from the 
road and settlement within the bays. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

The topography is rugged with small knolly hills highlighting the headlands, and 
flatter or more gently undulating landform round the bays. The small hills are 
baked by higher hills inland, although these are still rugged in character. There is 
extensive commercial conifer woodland, extending right to the coast on the 
headlands, alternating with small fields adjacent to the villages on the bays. 

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 

The settlement pattern is very clearly associated with topography. Each bay has 
its own small settlement, even down to individual houses associated with small 
south facing bays at Castleton. The settlement of Lochgair , with houses set 
randomly on terraces along the loch, a has the feel of a township. There are some 
archaeological sites associated with the headlands, including the former west 
Ferry Quay near Port Ann and the burial ground at Kilbride, Loch Gair. 
There are pylons and an electricity substation close to the coast at Port Ann. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 
 

The islands are land mark feature, especially when seen from the coast. The 
individual wooded headlands stand out along the length of the loch. 
Point House at Loch Gair, is a prominent folly, now restored as a house. Asknish 
House, which is falling into disrepair, is visible at the head of the loch. 
The beacon on Otter Spit (An Oitir) is a landmark feature within the loch. 

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

This coast often feels secluded, especially along the longer headlands and the 
intricate coastline at Silver Craigs and Castleton, where road access is limited. 
The experience of isolated coast is limited by the presence of commercial forestry 
operations, settlement, pylons and existing fish farming.  

 
Aesthetic qualities 
 

The intricate indentations and islands along stretches of this coast, the contrasting 
and diversity of the landform and shape of the coast, as well as the sandy bays, 
combine to create a diverse and attractive coastline which is appreciated from land 
and sea. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
Viewpoints 
 

From the sea, the views tend to focus along the length of the loch, and these 
panoramas open up rapidly to the south, where Loch Fyne doubles in width and 
there are southwards to distant Arran. The settled bays, the woodland walks and 
the accessible headlands are all key viewpoints. 
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11.7.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Loch Gilp to Brainport Bay 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

Some sensitivity 
The majority of this coast is very indented and irregular, accessible on 
waymarked paths or overlooked by settlement, and includes a variety of 
features, such as enclosed bays, islands and the Otter Spit (An Oitir), which 
have sensitive settings.  
More regular stretches of coast, backed by woodland, are less sensitive to small/ 
medium scale offshore development. 

 
Settlement 

Some sensitivity 
The location, orientation and design of new buildings is more sensitive than 
buildings in principal. The development pattern is very strongly allied to 
topography, and this relationship should be maintained. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

High sensitivity 
The pylon lines and associated infrastructure are already a feature of this coast. 
Additional development would need to take into account potential visual clutter 
with existing development. Additional sensitivities include the setting of key 
features, including Pointhouse, the Otter Spit (An Oitir) beacon and islands, and 
the small scale and irregular indentations of the coast which are less likely to be 
able to absorb large, simple structures. 

 
Land management 

Some sensitivity 
Felling and restocking of woodlands is likely to be very visible on the headlands. 

 
11.7.3 Loch Gilp to Brainport Bay: Opportunities and guidance 

• There is a strong development pattern, with settlement associated with 
sheltered and often south facing bays. This integrity of this relationship should 
be maintained. 

• Off shore development should be located aligned with straight stretches of 
coast, and preferably backed by woodland in locations largely not overlooked 
by settlement. The bays and irregular stretches of coast are very sensitive to 
offshore development. 

• Avoid siting development between the road and the coast at the heads of the 
bays, where there are the most pronounced views from the A83. 

• Consider mitigation works to reduce the visual impact of the pylon line 
interconnector and sub station at Port Ann. 

• New slipways or coast infrastructure should aim to be low key, simple 
structures which do not dominate this stretch of coast and avoid creating 
unnecessary clutter with existing development. 

• Future felling and restocking plans for the woodlands along Loch Fyne should 
take into account views from the sea – the headlands in particular are key 
features. 

• Tall structures, including masts, are likely to be inappropriate along this coast, 
where they are likely to be visually dominant on the headlands which jut into 
the loch, and will distract from the clear pattern of development along this 
stretch of coast. 
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11.7.4 Loch Gilp to Brainport Bay: Photographs 
 

 
The small scale bays along the coast are sensitive, and 
here at Port Ann this is reinforced by the presence of an 
island which adds to enclosure 
 

 
Settlement overlooks or is focussed on bays, here  
fronted by a moderate tidal reach revealing a sandy 
shingle shore 
 

 
The former West Ferry quay near Port Ann 

 
 

 
The Pointhouse at Loch Gair, recently restored and a 
landmark feature marking the entrance to this loch 
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11.8 Brainport Bay to Furnace 
The coast and narrow stretch of Loch Fyne is overlooked by the A83 as it extends close to 
the shore for the entire length of this coastal character type. The relatively regular stretch of 
coast is broken by small shingle promontories. This stretch of coast is well settled, with 
numerous houses located on the inland side of the road, overlooking the sea. 
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11.8.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Brainport Bay to Furnace 

 
Maritime influences, 
experience from the sea 
 

These upper reaches of Loch Fyne are relatively narrow and largely feel like an 
inland, freshwater loch – except for the narrow tidal reach. Although generally 
sheltered, squalls can work their way up the length of the loch. Traveling up and 
down the loch, the curvature of the coast creates a sense of anticipation, as 
stretches of the loch are revealed in sequence. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 
 

There is little maritime activity – occasional fish farm boats pass on their way to 
and from the upper reaches of the loch and the loch is also used for fishing. Small 
sailing boats head to and from the mooring and slipway at Dalchenna Point or at 
Minard Bay, but yachting is limited in these upper reaches of Loch Fyne. 
There is a fish farm at Quarry Point. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

This coast is characterised by small shingle promontories all along this coast, 
supplemented by the larger promontories at Quarry View and Crarae Point. The 
tidal reach is narrow, revealing a shingle beach. The A83 sits close to the road, 
and limits access to the shore, except at the most settled stretches. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

The coast intermittently backs onto a narrow strip of broadleaved woodland 
between the road and the shore. A narrow strip of level land on the landward side 
of the A83 is occupied by houses while the steep slopes which frame the loch are 
largely wooded. Crarae gardens, with tall policy trees, is located at the mouth of 
Crarae Glen, overlooking the loch. 

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 
 

This is a well settled stretch of coast, with numerous small, one and a half story 
high houses located in a linear pattern on the land ward side of the road 
culminating in the village of Minard, which sits in the lee of Achagoyle bay. The 
café at Quarry View and the buildings and storage yards associated with the 
nearby fin fish farm are located on the seaward side of the road. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 

Taller trees in Crarae Gardens and the bright fields of Crarae Point stand out 
along the coast.  

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

There is no experience of isolated, or even remote or secluded coast, as this 
coast is readily accessible by road, and there is settlement along its entire length.   

 
Aesthetic qualities 

The policies and unusual trees associated with Crarae gardens are a local feature 
of this coast. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
viewpoints 
 

There are views along the coast and across the loch from the A83, and elevated 
vies from Crarae gardens, as well as from the settlements. 
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11.8.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Brainport Bay to Furnace 

 
Off shore development  

Some sensitivity 
This stretch of sea is consistently overlooked from the A83 and a variety of small 
settlements, although the road traffic on the A83 can be driving quite fast. The 
narrowness of the loch is a further constraint, as larger developments could ‘fill 
up’ the loch surface although the existing fish farm at Quarry Point is located 
close to the shore, so that it does not extend into the loch. Tall structures would 
quickly dominate the narrowness of the water surface. 

 
Settlement 
 

Some sensitivity 
The sensitivities to settlement are related more to siting, orientation, size and 
design than development in principal. There are clear patterns to development, 
which is located on the landward side of the road, and the buildings are almost 
consistently one and a half stories, orientated to face the sea. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

Some sensitivity 
The location, siting and orientation as well as the size of development is likely to 
be a bigger sensitivity than development in principal. Large developments and 
tall structures are likely to be inappropriate along this coast as they would be out 
of scale with existing land based development. Small scale infrastructure, such 
as jetties, could be accommodated if associated with the villages and if designed 
to complement existing scale of infrastructure and materials. 

 
Land management 

High sensitivity 
The woodland around this part of Loch Fyne is very visible from the loch and the 
coast, and future plans should consider the visual impact along the coast and 
from the sea. 

 
11.8.3 Brainport Bay to Furnace: Opportunities and guidance 

• The location, size and orientation of any buildings or infrastructure should 
respect existing pattern and layout. Buildings should be sited so that they 
respect the existing linear pattern, on the land ward side of the road, and 
should aim to consolidate the established size and orientation of buildings.  

• Coastal infrastructure should be small in size, and located where it can 
complement a cluster of existing development. 

• Avoid siting buildings or other structures between the road and the sea.  
• Tall structures, including masts, are likely to be inappropriate along this coast, 

where they are likely to dominate the low relief and narrowness of the loch 
surface 

• Tall structures, including masts, are likely to be inappropriate along this coast, 
where they are likely to dominate the setting of the settlement 
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11.8.4  Brainport Bay to Furnace: Photographs 
 

 
The small shingle promontories all along this coast divide 
it into subtle bays 
 

 
The hatchery at Furnace 
 

 
Sea defences of rip rap above a shingle shore  

 
 

 
Minard, a linear settlement that sits on the landward side 
of the road. The shingle beach is revealed at low tide 
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11.9  Furnace to Rubha nam Frangach 
This stretch of coast curves out into a narrow stretch of Loch Fyne. The steep wooded 
hillside frames this upper reach of the loch. A relatively simple coastline, it is accessible only 
on forest tracks, and there are two fish farms located close to the shore.  
 
Furnace 
Furnace is a former industrial village, with access to charcoal underpinning originally an iron 
smelting works and then latterly, in the mid nineteenth century, a gunpowder works. 
Production of the latter was abandoned in 18836, after a catastrophic explosion. Earlier 
houses are clustered round the harbour and the former smelting works. Their loose pattern, 
arranged strongly to make the most of shelter and natural terracing, creates a ‘township’ like 
character. Newer, often pre-fabricated, houses extend south along the coast and inland to 
the road. There is a functioning stone quarry to the immediate north, and a fish hatchery 
being built in a large shed on the site of the former pier.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
6 Walker, Frank Arneil, ‘Argyll and Bute, Pevsner Architectural Guide’, 2005, Yale University Press, New Haven 
and London 
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11.9.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Furnace to Rubha nam Frangach 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

These upper reaches of Loch Fyne are relatively narrow and largely feel like an 
inland, freshwater loch – except for the narrow tidal reach. Although generally 
sheltered, squalls can work their way up the length of the loch. Traveling up and 
down the loch, the curvature of the coast creates a sense of anticipation, as 
stretches of the loch are revealed in sequence. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

There is very little maritime activity – occasional fish farm boats pass on their way 
to and from Ardkinglas, and the mooring and slipway for small sailing craft at 
Dalchenna Point, but yachting is limited in these upper reaches of Loch Fyne. 
There is one fish farm located on this stretch of the loch, close to the coast. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

This relatively regular stretch of coast curves into the loch. The straighter stretches 
of coast are subdivided by small but distinct bays, contained by narrow 
peninsulas. The shore is generally rocky, although there are stretches of shingle 
revealed by a narrow tidal reach and a more substantial beach at Pennymore Bay. 
Access is limited to forest tracks and private roads leading to the very few houses. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

Steep slopes rise from close to the shore, with only the bays offering a small area 
of flatter land. The hinterland is entirely clothed in commercially managed conifer 
woodland with a narrow band of broadleaves along the shore. 
There is a large stone quarry at Furnace. The exposed faces are partially hidden 
by woodland and rock outcrops, but can be seen from the sea. The generally tidy 
site includes a number of tall buildings and piers. 

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 

Settlement is very sparse, and associated with the tiny sheltered bays protected 
by rocky outcrops. The largest settlement is Pennymore, where there are a 
number of houses set along the south facing side of the bay. The sheltering 
peninsula is also the site of a dun. 
The settlement of Furnace is located at the southerly end of this stretch of coast. 
While the quarry site is set apart form the settlement, the large new Marpol fish 
hatchery building now occupies the site of the former pier. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 

The benched quarried faces of exposed rock, sometimes in different colours, are a 
particular feature. 

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

The length of this stretch of coast, which is not accessible to vehicles and is 
contained by woodland, creates a secluded character. The sense of isolation, 
however, is limited by the presence of the quarry, the fish farms and the 
commercial forestry activity.  

 
Aesthetic qualities 

The often calm water creates the potential for reflectiveness in these relatively 
sheltered upper reaches of the loch. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
viewpoints 
 

Views from the sea (to the forested slopes), and from the forest tracks which are 
used for informal recreation are sensitive. Nevertheless, from the land, views of 
the loch are intermittent as they are often screened by woodland. The fin fish 
farms are back-dropped by dark conifer woodland and rocky shorelines when 
viewed from the sea. 
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11.9.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Furnace to Rubha nam Frangach 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

Some  sensitivity 
The relative narrowness of the loch limits opportunities for extensive 
development which could ‘crowd’ this loch surface. Nevertheless, the straight 
stretches of shoreline, the dark conifer backdrop and the lack of overlook from 
land and sea all create opportunities for low-level structures in this location. In 
addition, the existing fish farm is close to the coast, limiting encroachment into 
the centre of the loch and reducing impact on the narrow width. 
Tall structures would quickly dominate the narrowness of the water surface. 

 
Settlement 
 

High sensitivity 
Settlement along the coast is largely focussed on the tiny sheltered bays, where 
developable land is limited. 
There may be opportunities to expand settlement at Furnace. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

Some sensitivity 
While there are opportunities to establish new infrastructure, such as piers and 
slipways, associated with settlement, this is limited to domestic or modest low 
profile structures  

 
Land management 

High sensitivity 
The woodland around this part of Loch Fyne is very visible from the loch and the 
coast, and future plans should consider the visual impact along the coast and 
from the sea. 

 
11.9.3 Furnace to Rubha nam Frangach: Opportunities and guidance 

• Any new off shore development should aim to be located close to the coast, 
set against the rocky even shoreline and be back dropped by the conifer 
woodland. There are opportunities to accommodate one more medium scale 
fish farm associated with this stretch of coast 

• Any new on shore development should aim to consolidate existing 
development sites rather than open up new areas.  

• New slipways or coast infrastructure should aim to be low key, simple 
structures which do not dominate this stretch of coast and avoid creating 
unnecessary clutter with existing development. 

• Future felling and restocking plans for the woodlands along Loch Fyne should 
take into account views from the coast and, where appropriate, the sea. 

• Tall structures, including masts, are likely to be inappropriate along this coast, 
where they are likely to be visually dominant on this headland which juts into 
the loch. 
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11.9.4  Furnace to Rubha nam Frangach: Photographs 
 

 
The rocky shoreline backed by woodland 
 

 
The forest road provides excellent access along the coast 
 

 
The fish farm near the quarry  

 
 

 
The views across the loch to the forested slopes 
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11.10  Rubha nam Frangach to Inveraray 
This stretch of coast lies towards the head of Loch Fyne, overlooking a relatively narrow 
stretch of the loch which is enclosed by steep hillsides. It is a short stretch of coast which is 
a focus for recreation development and associated facilities, including access to the water 
from slipways and a small boat storage yard. 
 
Inveraray 
A planned village7, the current lay out was largely established in the 1770s under the 
instruction the then Duke of Argyll, the former settlement having been razed. The result is a 
formal layout arranged around a high street and centred on the parish church. The white 
painted terraced houses and hotels stand out from a distance. The whole coast is supported 
by a high seawall, with few railings – a very simple and accessible stretch of engineered 
coast. There is a complex and partially run down pier arrangement. The town was formerly 
visited by the PS Waverley, but the harbour is now occupied by a boating museum. 
 
Inveraray’s sister settlement, Newtown, is a small linear village which appears to merge with 
Inveraray. 
 

 

                                                
7 Walker, Frank Arneil, ‘Argyll and Bute, Pevsner Architectural Guide’, 2005, Yale University Press, New Haven 
and London 
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11.10.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Rubha nam Frangach to Inveraray 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

This upper stretch of Loch Fyne is relatively narrow and largely feels like an inland, 
freshwater loch – except for the narrow tidal reach. Although generally sheltered, 
squalls can work their way up the length of the loch. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

There is very little maritime activity – occasional fish farm boats pass on their way 
to and from Ardkinglas, and there is mooring and a slipway for small sailing craft at 
Dalchenna Point, but yachting is limited in these upper reaches of Loch Fyne. 
There are no fish farms or other major off shore activity. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

Small promontories associated with alluvial fans separate gently indented bays 
along this short stretch of coast. There are a few tiny islands and a shingle beach 
which is revealed at low tide. The coast is in part overlooked by the A83 and is 
accessible on tracks and paths associated with the development at Dalchenna, 
where the shore is backed by broadleaved and conifer woodland. The Argyll 
Holiday caravan park extends right to the shoreline on the park site. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

Relatively flat pastures extend along the coast, backed by steep forested slopes. 
Dalchenna is set on a flat alluvial promontory with mature shelter woods and 
policies surrounding the houses and the Argyll Holiday caravan park. 

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 

Outwiththe formal planned settlement of Inveraray, settlement is largely hidden in 
woodland, and is associated with facilities for recreation, including Argyll 
Adventure at Dalchenna farm, and the static and touring caravan site at Argyll 
Holiday Park, which has a large number of static caravans, a small boat yard and 
slipways. The static vans are arranged along the shore and around a bay, and are 
therefore visible form the loch, but also extend inland within a well wooded setting. 
These are linked by the A83 which extends in part close to the coast at this point. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 
 

There are no particular land mark features along this stretch of coast. 

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

This is not an isolated coast, although the shoreline at Dalchenna is set in 
woodland which creates some seclusion.  

 
Aesthetic qualities 
 

The shelter in this part of the loch often creates calm conditions resulting in clear 
reflections on the loch surface. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
Viewpoints 
 

From the A83 there is a fine expansive panorama around the loch, to the 
neighbouring shore and the hillsides. Key viewpoints include the caravan park, 
which itself is also highly visible from the water. 
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11.10.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Rubha nam Frangach to Inveraray 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

Some Sensitivity 
The relative narrowness of the loch limits opportunities for extensive 
development which could ‘crowd’ this loch surface. Overlook from the caravan 
park and other recreational interests, is a further constraint. Tall structures would 
quickly dominate the narrowness of the water surface. 

 
Settlement 
 

Some sensitivity 
Outwith Inveraray, which is sensitive to new coastal development which would 
obstruct its sea ward frontage and formal layout, settlement is largely focussed 
on Dalchenna, and there may be opportunities to renovate and expand 
development linked to existing sites.  

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

Some sensitivity 
While there are opportunities to establish new infrastructure, such as piers and 
slipways, associated with Dalchenna, this is limited to domestic or modest low 
profile structures. Existing structures at Inveraray could be renovated. 

 
Land management 

High sensitivity 
The woodland around this part of Loch Fyne is very visible from the loch and the 
coast, and future plans should consider the visual impact along the coast and 
from the sea. 

 
11.10.3 Rubha nam Frangach to Inveraray: Opportunities and guidance 

• The simplicity of Inverarary’s coastal frontage should be retained – the simple 
sea wall, the lack of railings and the accessibility of the coast has retained its 
period integrity. 

• The pier structures at Inveraray could be restored if necessary. 
• The existing caravan park is well located and tucked into a bay which both 

provides shelter and a well defined setting for the development which is 
enhanced by woodland. Care should be taken to continue to manage and 
where necessary under plant the woodland in order to maintain shelter and 
setting. 

• Any new development should aim to consolidate existing development sites 
rather than open up new areas.  

• There are opportunities to redevelop buildings at Dalchenna, and this may 
include provision for additional buildings, which if located and designed to 
reflect the layout and scale of existing buildings would not detract from the 
existing experience of the coast 

• Any new slipways or coast infrastructure should aim to be low key, simple 
structures which do not dominate this stretch of coast and avoid creating 
unnecessary clutter with existing development. 

• Future felling and restocking plans for the woodlands along Loch Fyne should 
take into account views from the coast and, where appropriate, the sea. 

• Tall structures, including masts, are likely to be inappropriate along this coast, 
where they are likely to dominate the low relief of the coast.  
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11.10.4 Rubha nam Frangach to Inveraray: Photographs 
 

 
The view from the road is intermittent, with woodland 
between the road and the shore 
 

 
The felling of the forest on the opposite shore is very 
visible. The sheltered loch creates a reflective surface. 
 

 
The caravans are hidden in woodland and visible from the 
loch, where they are tucked along above the shore 

 
 

 
The view north to the head of the loch from the caravan 
park 
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11.11 Inveraray to St Catherines 
Loch Shira and Loch Fyne form the head of Loch Fyne. Enclosed by steep mountain sides, 
which also frame the flat bottomed glens extending north east from these lochs, this stretch 
of coast is characterised by relatively regular coastlines. Settlement is focussed on alluvial 
fans that coincide with the elevated passes of Glen Kinglass and Glen Array.  
 
Ardkinglas 
Ardkinglas House was built in 1906/08, and was designed by Rober Lorimer8. Set on the 
alluvial fan from the River Kinglas, mown grass lawns allow views to and from the house and 
the loch. A key feature is the extensive woodland garden grounds, which includes large and 
visible policy trees. 
 
Cairndow 
A small linear village is strung out along a bay protected by the peninsula ‘Rubha Mor’ at the 
junction between Glen Kinglas and Loch Fyne. The buildings in this tiny settlement are set 
on the landward side of the road, occupying slightly elevated sites. 
 

                                                
8 Walker, Frank Arneil, ‘Argyll and Bute, Pevsner Architectural Guide’, 2005, Yale University Press, New Haven 
and London 
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11.11.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Inveraray to St Catherines 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

These narrow stretches of loch at the head of Loch Fyne culminate in muddy tidal 
reaches which reinforce the presence of the sea. The narrowing of the loch to 
these points limits the sense of open sea, and while winds can funnel directly up to 
the head of the loch, it is often relatively sheltered, more like an inland loch. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

There are mussel lines at Ardkinglas which can often be difficult to see because 
their dark grey colour can appear like movement on the water surface. There are 
oyster trestles along the shore at Ardkinglas. There is also fish farm traffic which 
heads in and out of Ardkinglas and occasional boating which reaches to Inveraray 
Bay. This head of the loch is not well used for sailing. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

The long simple coastlines are generally characterised by a narrow shingle type 
beach, although around the Inveraray side of Loch Shirra and at the head of the 
loch at Clachan there are extensive areas of muddy tidal flats. The entire length of 
the loch is potentially accessible from the A83 which is close to the coast. In 
reality, however, the fast traffic on the road and the lack of stopping places limits 
access to the small road and coastal track at Cairndow and Ardkinglas and from 
stopping points at the heads of Loch Fyne and Loch Shira. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

The steep slopes that frame the lochs are largely regular in their gradient, with 
more gentle slopes associated with the side glens of Glen Kinglass and Glen 
Array, which are also he focus of settlement. Flat-bottomed glens reach into the 
hinterland between the steep mountain sides. The area is extensively wooded, 
with largely commercial conifer crops on the upper slopes and a narrow band of 
broadleaves along the lower slopes and between the road and the coast. The 
large trees of Ardkinglas House, and of Inverary Castle, are visible from the sea. 

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 

The main focus for larger settlement is the flatter coastal ledges and alluvial fans 
associated with adjoining glens. Elsewhere settlement is dispersed, with only 
occasional buildings, including Dunderave Castle and the shellfish depuration 
plant and fish farm shorebase at Ardkinglas actually on the coast. The A83 often 
separates buildings from the coast, and there are a number of houses on the 
landward side, along with Inveraray castle, the Loch Fyne oyster bar and 
Ardkinglas House. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 

The three older bridges – at Inveraray castle, the head of Loch Shirra and the 
head of Loch Fyne – are coastal landmarks. In addition, Dunderave Castle is a 
key feature while Inverary Castle is intermittently visible from the water. The 
coastal setting of Ardkinglas House has already been largely compromised by the 
buildings associated with the fish farm.  

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

The presence of the A83, the lochside buildings, the mussel lines and the context 
of forest and nearby settlements, limits the sense of isolated coast, or even 
remoteness, although there is a sense of seclusion between Ardkinglas and St 
Catharine, where road access is limited.  

 
Aesthetic qualities 
 

The shelter of this part of the loch means that the hillsides are often reflected in 
the loch surface. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
viewpoints 
 

The settlements and the heads of the lochs, especially from the accessible old 
bridges, are key viewpoints. The A83 is a further viewpoint, although views are 
frequently screened by trees. 
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11.11.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Inverary to St Catherines 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

Some Sensitivity 
The narrowness of the loch limits opportunities for development which could 
clutter or extend across the whole loch surface, and overlook, especially from 
key publically accessible viewpoints is a further constraint, especially around 
Loch Shira. The regularity of the coast and the often dark shadows created by 
reflected conifers offer opportunities for development. Tall structures would 
quickly dominate the narrowness of the water surface. 

 
Settlement 

High sensitivity 
The pattern of development limits opportunities for additional development 
outwith the main settlements.  

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

High sensitivity 
The main focus for coastal infrastructure development is at Carindow, where 
buildings associated with the fish farming enterprises are large and highly 
visible. While more buildings may be accommodated, care should be taken to 
unify design and reduce the mass of buildings which may be added to this 
complex. 

 
Land management 

High sensitivity 
The woodland around this part of Loch Fyne is very visible from the loch and the 
coast, and future plans should consider the visual impact along the coast and 
from the sea. 

 
11.11.3 Inveraray to St Catherines: Opportunities and guidance 

• Any further additions to the mussel lines should aim to avoid extending to the 
middle of the loch so that they do not dominate the narrow width of the head 
of the loch. 

• The existing shellfish processing plant and fish farm storage base at 
Ardkinglas is highly visible from the opposite side of the loch and appears out 
of scale and unusually prominent for this setting. It is also lit at night, further 
reinforcing its visual prominence. Consideration should be given to how the 
impact of this building could be mitigated. 

• Any buildings added to this complex, or additions to the existing buildings, 
should aim to reduce the sense of mass and have a fully developed and 
implemented landscape plan to mitigate against the impacts on the setting of 
this part of the loch and the wider setting of Ardkinglas House. 

• Development of housing and other buildings between the A83 and the loch 
should be discouraged. 

• Future felling and restocking plans for the woodlands along Loch Fyne should 
take into account views from the coast and, where appropriate, the sea.  

• Tall structures, including masts, are likely to be inappropriate along this coast, 
where they are likely to dominate the views up and down the loch, especially 
to the head of the loch, as well as the setting of a number of historic features 
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11.11.4 Inveraray to St Catherines: Photographs 
 

 
The head of Loch Fyne opposite the Loch Fyne oyster 
bar, illustrates the extent of tidal reach 
 

 
Buildings associated with the fish processing plant and 
fish farm yard at Ardkinglas are prominent along this 
shore. 
 

 
The bridge and the hill top folly at Inveraray are landmark 
features 
 

 
The sheltered waters create reflective waters 
 

 
The simple and stone wall sea defences without railings 
at Inveraray 
 

 
The view across Loch Shira to Inveraray 
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11.12  St Catherines to Newton Bay 
This is a relatively regular stretch of coast, with a marked turning point at Strachur, where 
the coast changes direction and swings north westwards, meaning that from the sea, there 
is a sense of anticipation as the loch is revealed bit by bit. The coast is almost continuously 
overlooked by sporadic settlement, and the road, although close to the coast is often 
separated from the shore by a narrow strip of woodland. 
 
Strachur 
Strachur, the site of a former clachan or township, sits at the cusp of a long sweeping bay, 
and extends both along the landward side of the A886 and inland along the A815. The road 
extends close to the coast, supported by a retaining sea wall along the coast in front of the 
village. At Creggans there is a wider tidal reach, revealing a shingle beach. 
 
St Catherines 
Formerly linked to Inveraray by a ferry9, St Catherines is a linear settlement which sits on the 
landward side of the A815. The houses are spaced along the road, and the former pier 
(designed by Telford) sits opposite the hotel. 
 

                                                
9 Walker, Frank Arneil, ‘Argyll and Bute, Pevsner Architectural Guide’, 2005, Yale University Press, New Haven 
and London 
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11.12.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 St Catherines to Newton Bay 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

From the sea, this narrow stretch of loch appears enclosed by step hillsides along 
this coast. The loch is sinuous along this stretch, so that views along the loch are 
revealed in sequence. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

There is very little maritime activity – occasional fish farm boats pass on their way 
to and from Ardkinglas, and the mooring and slipway for small sailing craft at 
Dalchenna Point, but yachting is limited in these upper reaches of Loch Fyne. This 
stretch of coast is used by divers. Aquaculture is limited between Creggans and 
Ardnachlyline by the MOD exclusion zone. 
The fish farms on the opposite shore are visible when they are lit at night. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

This is a largely a regular stretch of coast, with a narrow shingle shoreline baking 
onto the platform that supports the A815 and the A886. Long stretches of this 
coast road are supported by a retaining sea wall, and it is often separated from the 
shore by broadleaved trees. Occasionally, settlement its below the road, tucked 
onto a narrow coastal bench. There are a number of slipways, pontoons at 
Strachur, a slipway and moorings at Newton and a jetty at Creggans. General 
access to the coast is limited outwith the settlements, because of the road and the 
sea wall, but the former single track road is used as an intermittent coastal path. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

Steep slopes rise directly from the landward side of the road, although these 
slacken at Strachur, where Glenbranter meets the sea. The slopes are almost 
entirely wooded, clothed with commercial conifer woodland which is fronted by a 
narrow fringe of broadleaves along the coast. 

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 

The settlement pattern is dominated by linear forms, and this stretch of coast is 
largely settled, often with dispersed housing located against the coast, linked to 
the former single track road and tucked out of sight in woodland or hidden by 
landform – although it is visible from the sea, often rows of white dots. St 
Catherines is a linear settlement located on the landward side of the road. 
Strachur is located on a wide bay. A tiny row of terraced cottages sits at the cusp 
of the bay and the remaining settlement straggles along the coast on either side. 
Newton is a tiny row of terraced cottages. There is a holiday chalet park at 
Stuckreoch and a caravan site at St Catherines. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 
 

There are no significant landmark features along this coast. 

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

There is no experience of isolated coast, and the sense of seclusion is limited by 
the presence of the road and settlement so close to the shore. 

 
Aesthetic qualities 
 

No exceptional aesthetic qualities were identified along this stretch of the loch. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
Viewpoints 
 

The road is generally low level, and views are sometimes intermittent as they are 
sometimes obscured by trees. Key viewpoints include the settlements, especially 
Strachur, where the A815 descends to the coast from Glen Branter. 
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11.12.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 St Catherines to Newton Bay 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

Low sensitivity 
This coast is overlooked from the road and scattered settlement as well as small 
villages. Otherwise, the relatively straight alignment of much of this coast and 
the often wooded backdrop offer opportunities for low profiled structures which 
are small or modest in scale and which can be sited to limit visual impact. Larger 
structures would appear out of scale with the narrowness of the loch surface. 

 
Settlement 
 

Low sensitivity 
The linear pattern of the settlement, and its dispersed character, lends itself to 
infill and additional housing would not change the seascape character of this 
stretch of coast. The size and design of housing is a more sensitive issue, as 
there are distinct housing designs in villages such as Newton. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

Low sensitivity 
Additional small to moderate scale development, such as jetties and slipways, 
associated with settled areas could be accommodated without changing the 
seascape character of this stretch of coast.  

 
Land use management  

Some sensitivity 
Felling and restocking of the commercial forests will be very visible from the sea 
and the opposite shore. 

 
11.12.3 St Catherines to Newton Bay: Opportunities and guidance 

• There is some scope for low lying offshore development along the 
straight edged stretches of coast, back-dropped by woodland or 
simple rocky shorelines, overlooked by low level viewpoints. 

• There are likely to be opportunities for further housing and small 
buildings along this coast, where dispersed settlement pattern can 
be retained with additional housing. The size of existing housing, 
for example the low terraces at Newton, should be respected to 
retain local identity. 

• Other coastal infrastructure, such as small scale jetties and 
slipways could easily be accommodated along this well settled 
coast, but the scale of infrastructure should aim to respect existing 
built form. 

• Felling and restocking plans for woodlands should aim to take into 
account views form the sea and the opposite shoreline, as these 
steep wooded slopes are highly visible. 

• Tall structures, including masts, are likely to be inappropriate 
along this coast, where they are likely to dominate the settlement 
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11.12.4  St Catherines to Newton Bay: Photographs 
 

 
This sheltered stretch of loch creates a reflective water 
surface – here looking across the loch to Inveraray 
 

 
The road is often close to the road, but views are 
intermittent 
 

 
Several small settlements are sited off the main road, 
linked by the former road. Here a sandy harbour with a 
concrete slipway is used to moor local boats 
 

 
Strachur extends around a long bay, with forested slopes 
behind 
 

 
Pontoons at Strachur 

 
The row of terraced low cottages at Newton 
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11.13 Newton Bay to Lachlan Bay 
This broad, rounded irregular peninsula extends right into Loch Fyne, reducing the water 
channel to a narrow stretch and forming the transition to the upper loch. The irregular coast 
is complemented by islands, and the area is difficult to access except by foot and from the 
sea. A number of archaeological sites occupy this headland, which is largely covered with 
unimproved grassland and naturally regenerating broadleaved woodland. 
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11.13.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Newton Bay to Lachlan Bay 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

Loch Fyne narrows considerably at this point, and forms a ‘gateway’ between the 
upper Loch and the middle of the loch. Views are revealed up and down the loch 
as boats curve round the headland. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

There is some maritime activity – occasional fish farm boats pass on their way to 
and from the upper reaches of the loch and the loch is also used for fishing, and a 
very few yachts make there way into the upper reaches of the loch to moor at St 
Catherines. Loch Fyne is also used by sea kayakers, divers and sea angling. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

This is overall an irregular coast, with many small bays and tiny promontories 
along its edge. It is only accessible on foot, and the paths are well used to Kilbride 
Bay, passing a number of archaeological sites. The tidal reach is narrow, revealing 
a rocky shoreline and narrow shingle beaches, except at Lachlan Bay, where 
there is a sandy each revealed at low tide. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

This is a rocky peninsula of rugged landform and irregular knolly outcrops. The 
vegetation pattern is largely wet grassland and upland moor, with some areas of 
semi-natural broadleaves and near Old Lachlan Castle, a small conifer woodland. 
There is considerable regeneration of rhododendron across the lower hill slopes 
and in the conifer woodland. 

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 
 

There is no settlement on this stretch of coast, but there are archaeological sites – 
the site of a ruined chapel and settlement, and the prominent Old Lachlan Castle, 
which sits on a narrow peninsula overlooking the loch to the south. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 
 

Lachlan Castle is a landmark feature. 

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

There is some sense of remoteness, reinforced by the lack of roads, settlement 
and difficulty of access combined with the semi-natural vegetation cover. The 
sense of complete isolation is reduced by the proximity of the opposite coast, 
which supports the busy A83. 

 
Aesthetic qualities 
 

The irregularity and small scale of the coastline, the islands and bays, and the 
historic interest provoked by the archaeological features combine to create an 
attractive stretch of coast. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
Viewpoints 
 

There are views from Old Lachlan Castle and the coastal footpath, which extends 
at least as far as the ruined chapel. There are also views from the sea, which 
because of the narrowness of the loch at this point, are of close proximity to the 
coast. 
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11.13.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Newton Bay to Lachlan Bay 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

High sensitivity 
The remote character of this stretch of coast, combined with the narrowness of 
the seaway as the peninsula extends into the loch, its role as a threshold 
between the upper and middle stretches of the loch, the intricacy of the coastline 
and the setting of the archaeological sites, increase sensitivity to all 
development. An existing fin fish farm site on the opposite shore also limits 
opportunities for development, as there may be cumulative landscape and visual 
effects on this narrow seaway. 

 
Settlement 
 

High sensitivity 
The remote character of this stretch of coast, the intricacy of the coastline and 
the setting of the archaeological sites, increase sensitivity to all development. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

High sensitivity 
The remote character of this stretch of coast, the intricacy of the coastline and 
the setting of the archaeological sites, increase sensitivity to all development. 

 
Land management 

Some sensitivity 
Regeneration of semi-natural woodland would extend the semi-natural character 
of this landscape. 

 
11.13.3 Newton Bay to Lachlan Bay: Opportunities and guidance 

• Development which would impact on the qualities of remoteness, 
and semi-naturalness experienced along this coast should be 
resisted 

• The setting of Old Lachlan Castle and other archaeological sites is 
highly sensitive to development  

• There is a need to remove litter from along this coast. It was noted 
that litter has been left by campers in the bay north of Lachlan 
Castle, as well as being brought in by the tide 

• There are opportunities to extend the footpath around this 
peninsula. 

• Tall structures, including masts, are likely to be inappropriate 
along this coast, where they are likely to dominate the low relief 
and be visually very prominent on this headland, as well as 
detract from the semi-natural qualities of this coast. 
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11.13.4  Newton Bay to Lachlan Bay: Photographs 
 

 
Old Lachlan Castle 
 

 
The well used track along the coast from Old Lachlan 
Castle  
 

 
The most accessible bay is used for wild camping, and 
there is a good deal of litter left both by campers and 
brought in on the tide 
 

 
The irregular coastline has some pronounced bays 
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11.14 Lachlan Bay to South Ballimore 
The Loch at this point, while being markedly narrower than the outer Loch Fyne, is varied in 
width, with wider basin associated with indented lochs on the opposite shore. This is a long 
straight stretch of coast, which backs onto a narrow stretch of coast between the shore and 
the B8000. It has a very distinct settlement pattern, which is strongly associated with the 
alluvial fans. 
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11.14.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Lachlan Bay to South Ballimore 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

Loch Fyne is varied in width at this point, although much narrower than the Outer 
loch south of the Otter Spit (An Oitir). This varied experience characterises this 
stretch of the loch, which is far less regular than the upper reaches. The sense of 
a large body of water is emphasised when looking along the length of the loch. 
The sandy spit of Otter Spit (An Oitir), which leaves a narrow navigation channel 
marked by a beacon, is dramatically revealed at low tide, a key maritime influence. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

There is some maritime activity – occasional fish farm boats pass on their way to 
and from the upper reaches of the loch and the loch is also used for fishing. Small 
sailing boats head to and from the moorings at Dalchenna Point, Minard Bay and 
here in sheltered Loch Gair and Port Ann. There is a licence for oyster farming at 
Ballimore. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

Occasional small bays flanked by alluvial fans are set between longer stretches of 
regular coastline. The coast is generally a narrow shingle beach, with the 
exception of Otter Spit (An Oitir) where a long stretch of shallow water reveals a 
wide sandy beach at low tide at Ballimore. The coast is easily accessible from the 
B8000, which lies close to the coast, and from walking routes at Ballimore and 
Otter Ferry. The steep hillside which comes close to the road alternates with small 
alluvial fans which jut into the sea, forming platforms for settlement and farming. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

Steep rugged slopes rise from the landward side of the road, which occupies a 
narrow platform, to a relatively gently undulating plateau. While the alluvial fans 
are fertile and farmed, with large field trees, the slopes are occupied by 
commercial conifer woodland and open grazing land. The exception is at 
Ballimore, where the wide extent of the alluvial deposit has created the opportunity 
for a designed landscape and policies associated with Ballimore House. 

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 

The settlement pattern is very clearly related to topography along this stretch of 
coast. Small settlements, of a few houses or a farm, are associated clearly with 
the accessible and fertile alluvial fans. The settlements include fish farm 
hatcheries, small caravan sites, the occasional single static caravan and a chapel 
at Lephinchapel, and the larger Ballimore and inn at Otter Ferry. There is a usable 
slipway, the site of the former ferry crossing, at Otter Ferry. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 
 

The Otter Spit (An Oitir), is a significant land mark feature of this part of the loch. It 
is dramatic both from sea and land. Ballimore House is a further, more local 
feature. The islands of Oitir and Eilean Aoghainn to the north are also significant 
features 

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

There is no experience of isolated coast, and the sense of seclusion is limited by 
the presence of the road so close to the shore, except at Ballimore, where 
vehicular access is limited. 

 
Aesthetic qualities 
 

The long tidal reach and the length and prominence of the Otter Spit (An Oitir), are 
dramatic features of this coast. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
Viewpoints 
 

The road is generally lowlevel. Key viewpoints include Otter Ferry, where there is 
a walking route and inn, as well as the option of coming ashore at the slipway, and 
Ballimore Bay. There are views to the islands at Eilean Aoghainn, and Minard 
Castle on the opposite shore where the Loch narrows. 
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11.14.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Lachlan Bay to South Ballimore 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

Some sensitivity 
This coast is overlooked from the road and some settlement and includes a 
number of landmark features, including islands and the Otter Spit (An Oitir), 
which have sensitive settings. The immediate seaward frontage of the alluvial 
fans is also sensitive. More regular stretches of coast, however, backed by 
woodland, either side of alluvial fans, are less sensitive to medium scale 
offshore development.  

 
Settlement 
 

Some sensitivity 
The clear pattern of development, associated with the alluvial fans, should be 
maintained and is a key sensitivity. Development is generally relatively small 
scale, and set at the edge of fans where the level land abuts the steeper slopes. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

Some sensitivity 
The clear pattern of development, associated with the alluvial fans, should be 
maintained and is a key sensitivity, however there may be opportunities for small 
jetties and slipways to be located on the edges of the alluvial fans, where they 
can be sited to visually link with the settlement. 

 
Land management 

Some sensitivity 
Felling and restocking of the commercial forests will be very visible from the sea 
and the opposite shore. 

 
11.14.3 Lachlan Bay to South Ballimore: Opportunities and guidance 

• The setting of the Otter Spit (An Oitir) and the islands are high sensitivity and 
should be considered in any future development 

• There is limited scope for medium sized low profile offshore development 
along the straight edged stretches of coast, back-dropped by woodland or 
simple rocky shorelines, overlooked by low level viewpoints. 

• Built development should aim to respect the very clear pattern of existing 
development, which is associated with the fertile alluvial fans. Most housing is 
located at the change of gradient where the steep slope meets the flat alluvial 
fan. 

• Other coastal infrastructure, such as small scale jetties and slipways, should 
also be associated with the alluvial fans, to a maintain this pattern of 
development. 

• Felling and restocking plans for woodlands should aim to take into account 
views form the sea and the opposite shoreline, as these steep wooded slopes 
are highly visible. 

• Tall structures, including masts, are likely to be inappropriate along this coast, 
where they are likely to dominate the narrowness of the loch and be ‘perched’ 
along the narrow coastal strip. 
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11.14.4  Lachlan Bay to South Ballimore: Photographs 
 

 
Settlement along this stretch of coast is associated with 
fertile alluvial fans 
 

 
The narrow road is close to the shore between each of 
the settled and farmed alluvial fans 
 

 
The fish hatchery at Largiemore is partly hidden by the 
step in the topography – but it is untidy 
 

 
The inn and jetty at Otter Ferry, with woodland associated 
with Ballimore on the peninsula behind 
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11.15 South Ballimore to Rubha Stillaig 
Loch Fyne is at its widest along this lower stretch of the loch, and this stretch of indented 
coast reaches from the outer ‘gateway’ of the loch from Kilbrannan Sound to the south, to 
the approach to the much narrower upper Loch Fyne at South Ballimore. This coast is 
characterised by its irregularity and relative inaccessibility, as there is no coastal road along 
its length. Instead, there is occasional settlement accessed from the sea or from ‘dead end’ 
roads, including the settlement of Portavadie. 
 
Portavadie 
The revitalised settlement of Portavadie is accessed both by ferry and road, as well as by 
yachts arriving to moor in the new marina. Formerly a small fishing village, Portavadie was 
the site of a proposed oil platform construction yard, the deep water terminal being 
excavated, then abandoned, in the 1970s. Recent redevelopment has created a large 
marina and associated housing and infrastructure on this former industrial site. 
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11.15.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 South Ballimore to Rubha Stillaig 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

The seascape is expansive, with the open reach of the loch reinforced as the 
mouth of the loch merges with the northern channel of the Kilbrannan Sound. The 
lower reaches of this stretch of coast form the gateway to Loch Fyne, which is 
particularly narrow between Balmore island (to the west) and Eilean Bhuidhe to 
the east. To the north of this gateway, the width of the loch doubles, forming a 
large open basin. The sense of expanse is emphasised by the low profile and 
horizontality of the surrounding hills. The effect of changing light is apparent on the 
large water surface. This stretch of the loch can be exposed, with winds being 
funnelled along the length of the loch. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

Large ships, including the Tarbert /Portavadie ferry, fishing boats and yachts travel 
through this stretch of loch. The large marina at Portavadie attracts yachts, and 
there are further anchorages in the small bays north of Portavadie, where there 
are private slipways, and at Kilfinan Bay. Loch Fyne is also used by sea kayakers. 
There is an oyster farm at Ardmarnock Bay, a large finfish farm south of 
Portavadie, and three further fin fish farms, north of Portavadie, beneath the cliffs 
of Gob a’Bharra and south of Ballimore. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

The coast is diverse, combining stretches of straight coast with, to the south,  
small scale, highly indented coastline and islands and, to the north, more 
expansive sweeping bays framed by headlands. The shoreline is frequently rocky, 
alternating with both shingle and sand bays. The most indented bays form long 
sandy reaches at low tide. Much of this coast is difficult to access without walking 
or cycling along tracks and forest roads, but from the sea, the irregular coastline 
can be explored by kayak or sailing boat. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

Both the topography and the vegetation pattern is diverse. The headlands are 
rugged and irregular, with rocky shorelines rising to knolly hills or knocks, while 
bays are often backed by shallow valleys. There is extensive woodland, with semi-
natural broadleaves or conifer woodland on long stretches of the coast, while the 
more sheltered bays and inlets are farmed. Open exposed headlands are covered 
with upland grassland and wetland. 

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 

Apart from Portavadie, now the focus of a large new marina development, this 
coast is sparsely settled. Any buildings boathouses are tucked away in the lee of 
promontories or islands in the small bays. There is no road access along this 
coast. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 
 

There are no particular land mark features along this coast.   

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

The lack of development immediately on the coast, and the relative naturalness of 
the setting of many of the bays and headlands, as well as the relative 
inaccessibility form the land, create a long stretch of secluded coast which can 
often be experienced as remote. The presence of forestry operations and offshore 
development limits the sense of remoteness. 

 
Aesthetic qualities 
 

The diversity of the coast is an attractive quality. The more intricate and irregular 
stretches of coast, the islands and the sandy bays add to visual diversity and 
underpin an attractive coastal experience. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
Viewpoints 
 

From elevated viewpoints – which have to be encountered on foot – there are fine 
and sustained panoramas across the loch and along the indented coastline. Easily 
accessible viewpoints however are limited, with woodland walks, the ferry and 
other views from the sea being the most significant. 
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11.15.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 South Ballimore to Rubha Stillaig 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

Some sensitivity 
The expanse of the sea could absorb low lying structures if they are located 
where they can be set against the straight edged coastlines, especially where 
forestry forms the main backdrop when viewed from the sea. However, irregular 
and intricate stretches of coast, small bays, complex coastlines, such as the 
lagoons at Auchalick Bay, as well as the setting of archaeological sites and 
views from accessible elevated viewpoints are all sensitive to development.  

 
Settlement 
 

Some sensitivity 
The largely unsettled character of this coast contributes to its sense of seclusion. 
The pattern of development is strongly linked to shelter along this exposed 
coast. Settlement is most likely to be accommodated at the edge of bays, tucked 
in behind sheltering outcrops and woodland. There is some scope for very 
limited redevelopment or small scale housing associated with these sheltered 
locations. There is a need to redevelop housing sites at Portavadie 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

High sensitivity 
The lack of development on the immediate coast, including the lack of roads, 
jetties and other infrastructure, allows the natural form of this diverse and often 
small scale and intricate coastline to dominate. Nevertheless, there are 
opportunities for small jetties and slipways to be located in the bays where they 
can be sited to visually link with the settlement. 

 
Land management 

Some sensitivity 
This diverse stretch of coast is enhanced by the variety of vegetation types. 

 
11.15.3 South Ballimore to Rubha Stillaig: Opportunities and guidance 

• The best locations for fish farms – which tend to be straight edged stretches 
of coast, back-dropped by woodland or simple rocky shorelines, and often not 
visible from popular elevated viewpoints – have already been developed. 
While there is scope to expand some existing sites, there is likely to be little 
opportunity for further sites to be identified. 

• The existing fin fish farm at Portavadie is the least well located fin fish farm on 
this stretch of the loch. It is highly visible from both land and sea, and is 
difficult to accommodate against the irregularity and small scale character of 
the shoreline and is out of scale with the islands 

• There is an untidiness about Portavadie and its harbour because of the range 
of activities and structures, lack of storage and just general untidiness – 
although the new development is well scaled and located. 

• There could be further opportunities to develop walking routes and access to 
the larger bays. 

• Development which modified the natural shape and intricacy of the most 
irregular stretches of coast (apart from the already modified Portavadie), or 
offshore development which ‘filled up’ the bays, should be resisted 

• Opportunities to change the character of any planted commercial woodland to 
a more semi-natural woodland cover along the coast should be encouraged 

• Tall structures, including masts, are likely to be inappropriate along this coast, 
where they are likely to dominate the low relief and intricacy of the coast. 
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11.15.4  South Ballimore to Rubha Stillaig: Photographs 
 

 
Settlement along this stretch of coast is associated with 
fertile alluvial fans 
 

 
This varied coastline includes bays framed by headlands, 
and here at Auchalick Bay, lagoons and sand banks 
 

 
This is the least successful fish farm in Loch Fyne, in 
terms of location and size in relation to setting 
 

 
The new marina at Portavadie 
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11.16 Rubha Stillaig to Ardlamont Point 
Set against a large expanse of sea, where the mouth of Loch Fyne, the Kilbrannan Sound 
and the Sound of Bute all merge, this coast faces largely south west wards, a series of 
pronounced bays and promontories culminating in the most southerly Ardlamont Point. 
Settlement is sparse, but there is good off road access and elevated views to the northern 
peaks of Arran, which lie within a designated National Scenic Area. 
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11.16.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Rubha Stillaig to Ardlamont Point 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

The seascape is very expansive, perceived as very open with sweeping horizontal 
scale contrasting with the dramatically upright peaks of Arran. The sense of 
openness and expanse, the shimmering and ever-changing quality of light, and 
awareness of incoming weather and the exposure all contribute to the sense of the 
sea. The long tidal reaches in the bays and the battered rock faces on the 
exposed headlands reinforce the power of the sea. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

Large ships, including the Tarbert /Lochranza ferry in winter, as well as fishing 
boats and yachts travel through this stretch of sea, as it is the confluence of 
several seaways. Yachts make for both Portavadie and Tarbert as well as further 
up Loch Fyne. Loch Fyne is also used by sea kayakers. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

The coastline combines small well indented bays with sandy beaches with 
pronounced and sometimes rocky headlands and cliffs. The irregularity of the 
coast is further emphasised by islands. This coast feels exposed, partly because it 
is so open to the south, but the bays create some shelter. Access, where it is not 
discouraged, is generally on tracks and footpaths, although the narrow road to 
Ardlamont Point is elevated and overlooks part of the coast. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

Both the topography and the vegetation pattern is diverse. The headlands are 
rugged and irregular, with cliffs and rocky shorelines rising to knolly hills or knocks, 
while the bays are backed by shallow valleys. Woodland is found on the low hills 
while the sheltered valleys contain some farmland. There is also semi-natural 
upland grassland moor and wetland with scattered regenerating broadleaves on 
the less managed and more exposed headlands.  

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 

There is little settlement (the exception is Craig Lodge) located immediately on this 
exposed coast, although several farms, set back from the edge, overlook it from 
more sheltered locations. There are several archaeological sites associated with 
the headlands. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 
 

Ardlamont Point juts out into the Sound of Bute, marking the gateway to the 
western Kyle of Bute, and is a feature from the sea. The islands, highlighted by the 
lit beacon, off Rubha Stillaig are a further feature.   

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

The lack of development immediately on the coast, and the relative naturalness of 
the headlands, as well as the sense of exposure, combine to create a sense of 
secluded and in places, for example around Asgog Bay, even remote, coast. 

 
Aesthetic qualities 
 

The drama of this coastline is in part created by the expanse of the sea, and the 
integrity of the pattern of deeply indented bays framed by headlands is a particular 
feature of this coast. The intricacy and diversity of the coast is an attractive quality.   
The islands and the sandy bays add to visual diversity and an attractive coastal 
experience. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
Viewpoints 
 

From the sea views are panoramic in all directions, with the peaks of Arran 
juxtaposed with the width of the water and the indented and low profile of this 
stretch of coast. Views from this coast and the elevated road focus south to the 
north Arran peaks, offering a very fine and sustained panorama, as well as along 
the indented coastline itself. 
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11.16.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Rubha Stillaig to Ardlamont Point 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

High sensitivity 
While the expanse of the sea could absorb low lying structures which do not 
obstruct the views of Arran, the elevated viewpoints, the intricacy and irregularity 
of the coastline, the distraction from the visual focus of Arran and the sense of 
seclusion or even remoteness experienced along the coast are key sensitivities.  

 
Settlement 
 

High sensitivity 
The largely unsettled character of this coast contributes to its sense of seclusion. 
The pattern of development is strongly linked to shelter along this exposed 
coast, and headlands, promontories and the centre of bays are key sensitivities, 
while settlement is most likely to be accommodated at the edge of bays, tucked 
in behind sheltering outcrops and woodland. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

Very high sensitivity 
The lack of development on the immediate coast, including the lack of roads, 
jetties and other infrastructure, allows the natural form of this diverse and 
intricate coastline to dominate. 

 
Land management 

Some sensitivity 
This diverse stretch of coast is enhanced by the variety of vegetation types. 

 
11.16.3 Rubha Stillaig to Ardlamont Point: Opportunities and guidance 

• Development which would impact on the qualities of seclusion and 
remoteness experienced along this coast should be resisted 

• There are no opportunities for off shore structures along this coast 
• Development which modified the natural shape and intricacy of 

this coast, or offshore development which ‘filled up’ the bays, 
should be resisted 

• Opportunities to change the character of any planted commercial woodland to 
a more semi-natural woodland cover along the coast should be encouraged 

• Tall structures, including masts, are likely to be inappropriate along this coast, 
where they are likely to dominate the low relief and complexity of the coast 

• Access appears to be discouraged along this coast in places, even where not 
actually prevented. 
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11.16.4  Rubha Stillaig to Ardlamont Point: Photographs 
 

 
Much of this coast is very irregular and intricate, with 
islands adding to the small scale and containment 
 

 
Kilbride Bay is a long sweep of sandy shingle beach, 
although access is discouraged by large gates 
 

 
The ‘tombolo’ link to Eilean Aoidhe, a rugged ‘almost 
island’ 
 

 
The view from the elevated road to Ardlamont Point. 
Views from here, on a clear day, also take in the north of 
Arran 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
	  


